


Injury and Illness Prevention Plan - Plan Document 

PART 5: INJURY/ILLNESS INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES

Occupational injuries and illnesses are documented on a comprehensive report of accident and are investigated by management to 
determine what tools, equipment, job site or building condition, etc ... may have caused or contributed to the incident; what action of the 
affected employee caused or contributed to the injury or illness; and what action has been taken or will be taken to prevent recurrence. In
cases where corrective action is required, specific persons are assigned the responsibility of so doing and follow up is made to assure that
appropriate action has been completed. Standardized forms may be used to organize and document the investigation and completed
actions.

PART 6: SYSTEM FOR CORRECTING UNSAFE WORK CONDITIONS

At such time that unsafe or unhealthy conditions, work practices, or work procedures are discovered, employees are removed from the
area if applicable because of the level of hazard and appropriate immediate actions are directed by management to correct the hazard 
and mitigate the potential damage to person or property. Procedures include documented investigation of the cause and/or source of the
hazard, identification of corrective actions needed, assignment of persons responsible for the completion of specific remedial actions,
and follow up for compliance. Training and/or retraining of affected employees is provided as applicable.

PART 7: TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION PROCEDURES

At the time of initial employment; when employees are given new job assignments for which training has not previously been given;
when new substances, processes, procedures, or equipment are introduced that represent a new hazard; when the employer is made
aware of a new or previously unrecognized hazard; and at other intervals designated by management, employees are trained in
applicable sage and healthy work practices in groups or individually through distribution and review of the employer's safety 
handbook and its supplements; through other written communications, posters, booklets, etc.; and by various other methods as 
applicable to providing instruction in a form readily understandable by the affected employee or group of employees. Individual 
records of training, including date of training, type of training, and training providers are retained for a minimum period of three years
except for shorter periods as otherwise allowed by law and will be maintained in the corporate office.
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The Injury and Illness Prevention Plan is hereby approved:
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